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Significant contributions to the development of the landscape architectural profession were made between 1900 and 1940 through professional education, broad-scale land planning efforts, and increasing design sophistication. During this period, the number of landscape architects increased and a national professional society was founded.

By the turn of the century, hundreds of people practiced some aspects of the emerging profession. Only a handful however were qualified in any broad sense — by association with Frederick Law Olmsted, the founder of the profession in the United States, or one of the few others who shared something of his comprehensive views and capabilities.

In 1900, university studies were initiated at Harvard University by Frederick Law Olmsted, Jr. Under his leadership, the program further developed his father's wide range of concerns, which included the design of public and private properties and planning of parks, cities, and regions. Early in this century, several other universities also developed courses in landscape architecture and/or city planning.

This strong beginning in education was weakened for several reasons. The landscape architecture department at Harvard was fragmented in 1929 by the withdrawal of city planning courses into a separate department. America's agrarian tradition affected the schools of landscape architecture.

Landscape architectural programs were frequently placed within agricultural schools, further removing the profession from its urban planning origins with Olmsted and Vaux's Central Park in New York City. Few of the schools were located in large cities and few students came from the cities.

Despite these weaknesses with respect to Olmsted's vision, the American schools offered more than any European program of the time. European schools offered courses in horticulture,
Norris, Tennessee, a new town developed by TVA, planned by a team headed by Earle Draper.

Olmsted's definitive contribution in a world perspective had been the full concept of the public park, purposefully created by an urban society for all its citizens. He articulated its social imperative within the large industrial city, designed its prototype, and administered it for its first crucial 20 years. Thus American educational programs should have been more advanced than those of other countries.

Many landscape architects were involved in broad-scale land planning. Frederick Law Olmsted, Jr., drafted the purpose of the National Parks as written into the 1914 Act, and landscape architects have functioned as the chief planning officers of the Park Service since its inception. Charles Eliot II's planning work on a national scale in the 1930s foreshadowed the national land use planning legislation being debated today. His efforts were derailed by the redirection of the national interest forced by World War II.

Landscape architects directed planning of many pioneer Tennessee Valley Authority projects, including new towns and large recreation areas. In the 1930s they also moved into key positions in several Federal agencies administering large land areas, including the Farm Security Administration which produced Greenbelt, Maryland, and the California migrant worker housing planning through which Garrett Eckbo first became known. The parkway approach to road design, begun by Olmsted in the nineteenth century, was extended to highways in New York state by Gilmore Clarke.

Before the Depression, however, the bulk of landscape architectural practice was the design of the grounds of large residences. This trend had begun in 1876 with a sudden deterioration of the favorable political and economic climate.
which had made possible all the early parks of Olmsted and Vaux.

Olmsted's dismissal in 1876 as head of the New York park system illustrated this deterioration. Although he executed several major public projects after leaving the New York parks, large private commissions had come to form an increasing proportion of his practice and those of later landscape architects until the stock market crash.

In these years before the Depression, American landscape architectural design developed a broader vocabulary, adding increasing skill in architectonic landscape design to the more curvilinear, pastoral style which characterized Olmsted's early work. New inspiration came from classic Italian gardens with their strong geometric structure. “Country place” designs by Charles Platt, the Olmsted brothers, John Greenleaf, and others, showed increasing clarity of overall spatial structure. Jens Jensen's naturalistic planting designs in the Midwest illustrated the poetic potential of the native plants.

This “country place era,” however, gave the profession the narrow public image of one geared to producing magnificence for the wealthy few, an image which persists today to some extent.

The large role played by landscape architects in the broad scale public works projects of the 1930s may have been blurred by bureaucratic titles overshadowing the identities of the participants as landscape architects. In any event, while many talented and dedicated people served in government positions and private practice, no individual had emerged with the incandescent vision of an Olmsted who would capture the public imagination as he had.

By the early 1900s, with the deaths of the outstanding pioneers of American landscape architecture, the development of the embryonic profession had slipped into lower gear. The good start in a comprehensive educational program was weakened by diminished connection to urban affairs.

The leadership role in public agencies was more than counterbalanced in the public eye by the orientation of most private practice up to 1930 toward design of the grounds of large residences for wealthy clients.

However, important groundwork was laid between 1900 and 1940 for eventual development of the profession— which today is barely begun.
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Annual Student Awards: The Class of 1974

AWARDS: (In Order of Presentation)

1. Walter Emory Award $90 and Citations
   Winners: 1st Place $30 Winton Saito - Leeward Community College - Instructor Mr. Cary Kuroda
   2nd Place $25 Felizardo C. Galicinao - Honolulu Community College - Instructor Mr. Chester Kato
   3rd Place $20 Ramon Odoshi - Maui Community College - Instructor Mr. Harry Olson, AIA
   Honorable Mention $15 Dennis Miyahira - Leeward Community College - Instructor Mr. Cary Kuroda
   Presented by Sid Snyder, President of Hawaii Chapter AIA

2. Hart Wood Award $45 ($15 each)
   Winners: Stanley Delapinia - Maui Community College
   Instructor Mr. Harry Olson, AIA
   Raynard Fong - Leeward Community College
   Instructor Mr. Cary Kuroda
   Dexter Fong - Honolulu Community College
   Instructor Mr. Chester Kato
   Presented by Sid Snyder, President of Hawaii Chapter AIA

3. C. W. Dickey Award $50 and Citation
   Winner: Ann H. Rooney
   Project: Neighborhood Store
   Course: Arch 276 (Spring)
   Basic Design Studio
   Instructor: Jack Sidener
   Presented by Jack Sidener, Architect, Associate Professor University of Hawaii

4. Ralph Fishbourne Award $50 ($25 each) and Citations
   Winners: Priscilla H. Floca and Nancy C. Dunn
   Project: Factory-built House
   Course: Arch 276 (Fall)
   Basic Design Studio
   Instructor: Jack Sidener
   Presented by Jack Sidener, Architect, Associate Professor University of Hawaii

5. William C. Furer Award $50 ($25 each) and Citations
   Winners: Anthony X. Ching and Arnold K. Imaoka
   Project: Town Center
   Course: Arch 333
   Third Level Design Studio
   Instructor: Jack Sidener
   Presented by Fred Furer, Architect
6. Hawaii Chapter Award $50 and Citation
   Winner: Sheila J. Hixenbaugh
   Project: Pre-School
   Course: Arch 332
   Second Level Design Studio
   Instructor: Jack Sidener
   Presented by Sid Snyder, President of Hawaii Chapter AIA

7. Women's Architectural League Award $100 and Citation
   Winner: Benjamin T. Torigoe
   Project: Waikiki Community (Census Tract 18)
   Course: Arch 453
   Urban Design Studio
   Instructor: Rolf Preuss, AIA
   Presented by Gretchen Cobeen, President WAL

8. Louis P. Price Award $600 ($200 each)
   Winners: Roy H. Nihei
             Sheila J. Hixenbaugh
             Masanobu Kosugi
   Instructors: Jack Sidener and Rolf Preuss, AIA
   Presented by Robert L. Mueller, President of Cement & Concrete
   Products Industry of Hawaii

9. Pacific Business News $300
   Crossroads Press Awards
   Winner: Wesley Yoshikawa
   Presented by Harry Siegmund, Vice President, of Pacific Business News

10. Alpha Rho Chi Award and Medal
    For graduating senior who has shown ability for leadership,
        performed willing service to the Department and gives
        promise of professional merit through his attitude and
        personality.
    Winner: Wesley Yoshikawa
    Presented by Bruce Ethington, Architect - Chairman of
    Architectural Department University of Hawaii

11. Henry Adams Medal and Certificate of Achievement
    Each year, the American Institute of Architects awards
        an engraved medal and hand-lettered Certificate of
        Achievement to the top graduating student at each architectural
        school, and a Certificate of Achievement to the second-ranked
        student.
    First-Ranked Student: Howard Dobelle
    Second-Ranked Student: Michiei Sasaki
    Presented by Bruce Ethington, Architect - Chairman of
    Architectural Department University of Hawaii
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Student Chapter
ASC/AIA

by Sheila Hixenbaugh

One of our biggest problems in the Hawaii Chapter of the ASC/AIA is communication with the mainland chapters. Such communications can bring fresh ideas or information on the resources available to us. Our link to the mainland is very fragile, which is why it is extremely important for a delegate from the University of Hawaii to attend the conventions and forums.

As a delegate I realized that individual personal contact with other schools, in or out of our region, not only was a means of gathering information but was also the best way to establish, in the eyes of the other delegates, that the Department of Architecture in Hawaii has a legitimate program.

Two types of communication came out of the personal contacts made at the convention. First is the official correspondence from the ASC board and our regional director. These sources provide us with information concerning national programs such as the National Job Bank. Information such as this can be kept in the professional library on a special shelf so that all the students will have access to it. Copies of the Magazine will also be kept in the library. Other information will be posted on the ASC bulletin board.

A second very useful type of information is the informal “rap” between students. All the conversations between meetings concerned school classes and shop. One topic that was brought up at least once a day was fund-raising. Fund-raising is particularly vital to our chapter.

Some of the ideas discussed were highly unsuited for the University of Hawaii and others will work after some adaptation. The one idea which will be ideally suited to our needs is to install a copy machine in the department. At present the nearest machines are either across the street or at Sinclair library. It is also extremely inconvenient to use...
since much of the material which can be copied is from single texts of instructors in the department and which are on reserve in the professional library.

This summer we are working on such details as where we can put a machine, what size machine will be suitable to our needs, who will be responsible for maintenance, and so forth. We hope to have all these details worked out by September and have the copier ready for the fall semester.

We discussed accreditation and how the new policy would affect the profession. "The first professional degree" is a touchy point with a lot of the students. I had several talks with one of the members of the National Accrediting and Review Board. I now feel better able to answer most questions that the other students may have.

I also feel that we will be better equipped to meet the team when it arrives next March. In preparation for this meeting I spent two days in the Marketplace of Ideas. I attended several seminars on accreditation, education, the Rudat teams and on office brochures. I also attended the ASC Board meetings, the Northwest Region breakfast, a meeting with Sid Snyder and the Dean of the School of Architecture at Washington State.

I feel that the ASC has done a good job on the mainland and could do a good job here in Hawaii. With work on our part and support from the AIA and the University our department can grow and become a good school of architecture for Hawaii and the Pacific Basin.
The University of Hawaii
Department of Architecture 1974: Interview with Bruce Etherington

by Jim Reinhardt

HA—Let’s get started with a hard question. Is there really going to be a Department of Architecture in 1974?

BE—I don’t know where this rumor—about the demise of the Department of Architecture—is coming from. Possibly it has to do with a fear we won’t fulfill the requirements of the Accreditation Team or possibly it has to do with concern over budget cutbacks at the University as a whole.

In any case, the future of the Department is not in doubt. There will be a Department of Architecture at the University of Hawaii. Actually the demand for the program—the number of applicants—is growing, especially the number of local applicants. Quality is up too. The students coming into the program have better grades than ever before.

HA—You mention concern over budget problems. Has the austere University budget posed any serious problems for you?

BE—No. It just limits the size of the student body. There are several factors that determine how many students we can handle. We—the Administration—simply have to live within our budget. There has been no loss of quality whatever, with regard to what we are offering. We just have to limit the number of students we can offer it to.

HA—What are these size determinants?

BE—Basically, there are four ratios we and the other members of the ACSA (Association of Collegiate Schools of Architecture) use as guidelines: budget/faculty member, budget/student, studio space/student, student/faculty ratio.

In our case, all of these work out at about 100 full-time equivalent students, assuming 15 credit hours per student per semester. Actually our studio space is a little low. We really could use a little more. But there is a balance presently at about 100 f.t.e. students.

HA—What about course selection available?

BE—in 1969, the Department offered 37 courses. In 1970, 48 courses in 1972, 61; in 1974, 50. But the reduction from 1972 to 1974 isn’t as severe as it would first appear. Several of the courses dropped were really art courses—drawing, watercolor and such, and are still available in the Art Department.

In some cases, series courses were telescoped. Structures, for instance, now covers the same material in three courses as was previously taught in four, but with the same total of credit hours. In some cases—design, for instance—the number of credits per course was increased.

All of these are in line with changes in the teaching of architecture in general and are found throughout ACSA schools. In all of the subjects our courses meet or exceed—in most cases exceed—the minimums set by the ACSA.

HA—Where is the program headed?

BE—Ah—Goals & Objectives. (He rummages through a large stack of papers.) I have to write these up all the time, for one reason or another. Actually, they’ve remained quite constant since the school began. Here I’ll read them to you:

1—To provide preprofessional, paraprofessional and professional education for the students of the University of Hawaii.

2—To pursue a selected excellence in the field of Tropical and Developmental Studies.

I should point out that the concept of “selected excellence” comes to us from the University’s basic goals: to concentrate on an area in which we have a natural advantage.

The part about preprofessional and paraprofessional training is important too. We try to give the students options and outlets other than at the end of the standard six-year Master of Architecture program. A student should be able to leave the program at any of several intermediate points and still have a useful education and skills.

HA—This is getting us into the 2-plus-2-plus-2 program. What is it?

BE—This has been the basic approach adopted by the Department from its beginning, and is one of two basic curriculum structures commonly used by architectural schools. The 2-plus-2-plus-2 program has three phases:

1—Two years of basic university requirements. This is where the students get the bulk of their history, psychology, sociology, literature, and such, plus calculus and physics, which are required by our department and several introductory courses in architecture. A certain amount of screening takes place as it is necessary to maintain an overall grade point of 3.0 and interest and capabilities start to show themselves with regard to architecture. A student who decides or finds that architecture is not for him simply returns to the main body of the University.

2—Two years of preprofessional training, roughly three-fourths of which is “practical architectural” material—structures, site planning, office design, internship history, building materials and equipment. The remaining one-fourth is electives in related subjects such as, socio-economics, environmental psychology. Another screening stage falls at the end of this phase. Students who leave the program at the end of this period receive a Bachelor of Fine Arts in Environmental Design, and are capable of working among other other things as paraprofessionals or technicians in architectural offices.

3—This is the Master’s Degree period of the program. In these two years the student gets into specialization. Architectural Design, Urban Design, Research, Technology, Tropical and Developmental studies.

During the last 4 years, all the...
students take basically the same pro-
gram, but weighted toward their speci-
ality. In this way the Urban Design
graduate, the Architect, the Researcher
can understand each other, because they
share a common background.

HA—Architecture schools face a con-
stant dilemma of deciding whether to
pursue a program which is technically
oriented — which produces a graduate
who can go right out into an office and
earn his keep — or one which is aca-
demically oriented — producing a gradu-
ate with fewer immediate skills but a
broader and/or deeper background.
Which direction do you see the Uni-
versity going?

BE—We don’t really see this “dilemma”
as a problem. The 2-plus-2-plus-2
program enables us to tackle both ends
of the field. The second phase concen-
trates on the skills portion, on technical
matters including work experience in an
office, while the third moves on into
specialization, with more emphasis con-
cept and design.

We don’t see an either/or choice. We
are providing both, each in its proper
place.

HA—Let’s talk for a minute about the
faculty.

BE—Good. We see our faculty as
being able to be represented by a graph
with horizontal and vertical scales. The
horizontal scale has to do with the scale
of the space element of primary con-
cern. Some people prefer to deal with
and to think about spacial elements
ranging from an individual room to a
single building, while others might pre-
fer a whole city to a regional area. It’s a
matter of one’s interests.

On the other hand, the vertical scale
has to do with the spectrum of prag-
matic technical “nuts and bolts” ma-
terials to esoteric theoretical academic
pursuits. From building equipment —
plumbing — to applied theory — re-
search.

Back to the faculty. We try to select
Continued on Page 14
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people whose interests and skills as a composite cover the entire chart I have described. One man might be interested in “nuts and bolts” matters at small scale, another interested in theoretical matters at very large scale, and so on. So we seek people who complement each other.

Similarly, we seek and demand a high degree of cooperative spirit among the faculty. All have to work together — in the same direction. Presently, we have a very close group, one which works very well as a unit.

In addition to this “basic” faculty, we try to bring in a “name” each semester, a visiting professor with some special message. Joern Utzen, Felix Candela, Bruce Goff, Albert Dietz, to name a few.

HA—You are authorized a certain number of faculty members. How have you decided who to have “in house” and what capabilities to draw from the outside — from the profession locally?

BE—We are authorized eight full-time equivalent faculty positions plus 1.5 full-time equivalent lecturer positions. All of the “core courses” are taught by full-time faculty members. Lecturers are used for non-architectural courses, such as interior design.

HA—I have heard concern expressed that the inclusion of Interior Design, Landscape Architecture, and Planning into the curriculum dilutes the resources available to teach architecture. How do you react to that?

BE—There are two basic considerations involved. First is demand. Need. People with these skills are needed. There are then these choices:

1—They will come from the mainland, and tough luck for local students who might want to go into one of the fields. Or else they have to go to a mainland school. Obviously this is not an acceptable alternative.

2—The schools will be absorbed by another college within the University. For instance Interior Design might go to the Home Economics Department Landscape Architecture to the College of Agriculture, Planning to the Pacific Urban Studies Planning Program.

This is not a good idea. Architects have enough trouble working with the other design professions without adding the handicap of a totally different educational background. An interior designer with an architectural background is much more able to understand the concerns of the architect than one from home economics.

The second consideration is that many of the courses required by these related design professions are already given in the School of Architecture. Why duplicate them?

HA—Doesn’t that reduce the number of students who might be taking architecture?
BE—Yes, but not significantly. There’s where the budget comes in. Both interior design and landscape architecture are very small programs. In fact, less than 3% on the Department’s money goes directly into the two programs combined.

HA—You mentioned studio space as a problem. What is the status of the buildings.

BE—The University of Hawaii Master Plan shows open space where we now are, but there is no pressure to move. We like our buildings. They’re not intimidating, they’re flexible. The students can work and experiment on them. We just got two new ones, which should help with our space problems. We’re just finishing up a shop under one building, and getting started on an auditorium (small) under another. We don’t need to move at present.

We could use more library space though, and equipment — and plans should be started for permanent facilities.

HA—One last question — probably the most important. What do the students think? How do they feel about the Department?

BE—That’s a very interesting one, as we are just completing an extensive survey of the students. Just to give you a few of the main points, 85% of the students rate their courses as very worthwhile. 81% said their course was interesting and challenging. 87% said the courses were relevant. 91% felt the instructor was competent in his field, 77% felt the course was effectively organized. There are many more questions, but the general ratings were very favorable. From what we can tell, the students approve of the program.

HA—If you were not limited by budget or immediate availability of personnel, what changes would you like to see?

BE—No really major changes — primarily better equipment, more studio space, more design staff, and more capability for research.
"The competitor's proposal was a few dollars cheaper, but we wanted to go with the pros."

Parkview GEM is a top flight discount operation selling everything from beans to boots to the tune of some $40 million a year. Their phones ring as constantly as their cash registers.

Comments Colin Leong: "The competitor's proposal indicated a saving of about $40 a month, but we knew Hawaiian Telephone Company could provide better service and reliable equipment. Also, they left many questions unanswered, whereas Hawaiian Telephone's consultant had all the right answers."

When you're approached by another company, ask yourself a couple of hard questions. Are you buying promises or proven performance? Will the money you "save" cost you more in the long run?

For the answers call in a pro. Call Hawaiian Telephone Company's communications consultant at 546-5470.
COLIN R. LEONG, Store Manager
Parkview GEM of Hawaii, Inc., Honolulu
Do Architects care about People—or merely Space, Time, and Architecture?

An Architect is a professional problem solver. But there are others who solve problems in different areas and they need help. The Aloha United Fund provides this help.

Your contributions to the Aloha United Fund enable the Child and Family Service to help prevent family breakdowns and, in many cases, strengthen family relationships before problems occur.

The Aloha United Fund, through your contributions, makes it possible for the United Cerebral Palsy Association of Hawaii to operate two treatment centers for afflicted children on Oahu.

Another Agency of the Aloha United Fund is the John Howard Association. Concerned with the rehabilitation of former inmates of penal institutions, the Howard Association is also involved in crime prevention. Your contribution helps make Oahu safer.

Times have changed for Oahu's retarded children. The Hawaii Association for Retarded Children has made sure that these children are no longer locked in closets and told that they are "dumb" or "different." Through your contribution to the Aloha United Fund and HARC, make a meaningful and productive life possible for these children.

As professionals, architects have a responsibility to help other professional problem solvers and make life on Oahu better for all of us. When you contribute to the Aloha United Fund, you know that 93¢ of every dollar goes directly to the organizations and people who need it.

Do architects care about people? The Aloha United Fund thinks so—and that is why we are asking you for a generous contribution.
AIA Honor Awards Program

Through the Honor Award Program, the Hawaii Chapter, AIA, seeks not only to single out distinguished design, but also to bring public attention to the variety, scope and value of architectural services. The jury has been asked to select the award winners on the basis of the overall architectural quality of the submissions, emphasizing the relevance to human needs and activities, and the architect’s ability to contribute through his buildings to the improvement of our man-made environment.

Eligibility:
All entries must be works of architecture designed by firms whose principals are registered and practicing professionally in the State of Hawaii, and who are members of the Hawaii Chapter, AIA. The projects may have been erected anywhere in the United States or abroad and must have been completed within the last five years.

An entry may be one building or a related group of buildings forming a single project, including parks and plazas, as well as remodeling and restoration of old buildings. In the case of multi-building and/or urban design projects, the jury shall decide if a sufficient portion of the concept has been constructed to permit its evaluation as architect (as opposed to “paper” design) proposals.

Classifications:
The program is open to projects of all classifications. It is not necessary that the entrant designate his entry by category; equal emphasis will be given to all entries.

Registration/Schedule:
A registration fee of $30 for each submittal must be paid by the entrant at the time of submittal. Checks or money orders shall be made payable to: Hawaii Chapter, AIA. No entry fees will be refunded for entries which do not materialize.

All entries must be submitted to the Chapter office, 1192 Fort Street Mall, Honolulu, Hawaii 96813, prior to 4 p.m. October 18, 1974, using the official entry form.

Winners will be announced prior to October 28, 1974.

Full details for submittals are available at the AIA office.
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Transcendental Meditation: An Effective Tool?

The flexibility of an architect's mind and the clarity of his thought are what's going to influence the quality and shape of his building—a building that for years will be there for everyone to experience.

"If an architect, engineer, or anyone for that matter, at some point gets overshadowed by the immensity of a situation, he no longer has the clarity of mind needed to fulfill his goal."

Jim Adams, who eight months ago took leave from his job as a structural engineer to get more of the benefits he was getting from Transcendental Meditation (TM), was describing what he feels is the main relevance of TM to the building industry today.

Adams is vice president of Dimitrios Bratakos & Associates, a structural engineering firm on Oahu.

In the small town of Villars, Switzerland, Adams and three hundred other business and professional people who also temporarily slipped away from their jobs, spent six months with Maharishi Mahesh Yogi investigating the underlying basis for the technique of TM.

Maharishi, the founder of TM, came from India to the West 16 years ago to begin establishing that technique which has since gained worldwide momentum. His goal: to provide a simple means of spontaneously unfolding man's full mental and physical potential.

Based on scientific studies conducted at a number of universities and research institutes across the nation—including Harvard, Yale and the Stanford Research Institute—TM has been shown to be an effective way of gaining deep rest and release from tension and fatigue. These studies have indicated that TM can lower blood pressure, decrease levels of anxiety, increase harmony between people, decrease inhibitions and increase one's energy. All of this leads to more dynamic and purposeful activity, the research indicates.

During this state, which has been described by scientific investigators as a "fourth major state of consciousness, different from waking, sleeping and dreaming," the total physiology of the person changes. Blood lactates, which are measures of a person's level of anxiety, are reduced and a state of profound rest and release from deep-rooted stresses is facilitated.

Relevance to Architecture

Architects and builders have for all history aspired for that most ideal and beautiful building. A way to move more quickly toward this goal might be through the use of a tool such as TM. According to Adams, who now teaches TM in addition to his work as a structural engineer, it is possible through the systematic practice of TM to directly expand one's awareness, thereby allowing the full range of the mind to be used.

"It is this full range of the mind, from the deepest levels of silence to the most active surface level which must be used for maximum effectiveness," Adams says.

Interestingly enough, TM is an effortless natural technique that requires no concentration or mind control.

The meditator sits comfortably for 20 minutes twice daily with eyes closed—once in the early morning and once in the afternoon—and spontaneously experiences a state of "restful alertness." During the state, which has been described by scientific investigators as a "fourth major state of consciousness, different from waking, sleeping and dreaming," the total physiology of the person changes. Blood lactates, which are measures of a person's level of anxiety, are reduced and a state of profound rest and release from deep-rooted stresses is facilitated.

Adams reports that the technique of TM can be easily learned by anyone—that is, "anyone who can think can meditate"—and "the benefits start from the first day."

Further information about TM is available by calling the International Meditation Society at 533-2335. Adams also gives monthly presentations on TM in the Amfac Tower 5th floor conference room.
The roof that goes on forever.

Properly installed, the Monier Roof will never have to be replaced. It laughs at the thought of wind, rain, hell’s fire and high water. Termites won’t touch it... and no man needs to because it’s maintenance-free concrete, lightweight enough for just about any double wall structure.


Monier Roof Tiles
91-185 Kalaeloa Blvd.
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Architects: Helping People?

While at the AIA Convention, I attended a theme seminar on a humane architecture. One of the panelists was a young practitioner from the Southeast. He told of his experience as a National Guardman. Given the unfortunate detail of riot control, he and other Guardsmen had the task of maintaining order in an explosive urban ghetto situation.

He was shocked to find that members of the community were vengefully aggressive toward a certain housing project. This project had all of the design characteristics which he had previously felt could solve social problems through the creation of an aesthetically pleasing environment. He found out just how wrong he was.

It becomes increasingly obvious that good architecture alone is not the panacea to the environmental crises we face today. Architecture is for people—but people need help, support, encouragement in many ways other than an enhanced physical environment.

Each year, Palama Settlement recruits youths to play sports. There is only one catch: any person on a Palama team must study at Palama's Learning Center. Only after his work is completed, and only after a student has scored 90% and above, can he or she go out for practice. This form of behavior modification is working. Youth involved in this program have increased as much as four grade levels in one season.

Palama Settlement is a place where juvenile delinquents are given a second chance, parents can become involved with their children, youths improve academically while having fun, and most important, it is a place where any member of the community can turn for help. Crises do not punch time clocks, neither does Palama Settlement.

Architects are beginning to address themselves to solutions of community problems. Creation of humane architecture through knowledgeable planning and interaction with other disciplines is an approach that most professionals now consider meaningful to the success of their projects.

If we in the profession are judging the success of our projects by happiness, vitality, and interaction of their users, we should be formulating our feelings toward the community at large in the same vein. Just as the physical environment contributes to the success and failure of our life qualities, so do the many services performed by such United Way organizations as the Palama Settlement.

I would like to see the architectural profession make a positive and dynamic contribution to the humaneness of our Hawaii society by contributing generously to the Aloha United Way.
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MARCIA DAWSON. Associate member; Department of the Navy. B. Arch., Georgia Institute of Technology. Single. Hobbies: sailing, tennis, painting, bicycling.


The way I’ve been touting the advantages of using Decramastic roofing tiles wherever possible may seem to some people that I’m protecting an investment in L. J. Fisher Co. the manufacturers of Decramastic. Well, that wouldn’t be too bad an idea, but I simply want to stress the practicality of using this tile in Hawaii. I could give you an article of superlatives about this product and why you should use it but in the wake of our recent rain storm I would like to present the results of a DYNAMIC WATER INFILTRATION TEST performed by Approved Engineering Test Laboratories of Los Angeles.

PERFORMED FOR
Automated Building Components, Inc. 7525 N.W. 37th Avenue
Miami, Florida 33147

INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this report is to present the testing methods employed and the results obtained during the performance of a Dynamic Water Infiltration Test on roofing shingles. The product submitted for testing was "Decramastic," asphalt and slated granule covered shingles, the thickness including galvanizing. Each dis-assembled shingle measured 34-1/8" wide by 15-3/8" high, and when assembled (mounted) measured 32" wide by 14-3/4" high.

INSTALLATION DETAIL
The shingles were installed on an open wooden frame, and attached to 2" x 2" battens, located 14-3/4" O.C. Alternate means of attachment were used to secure the shingles to the battens at the lower edge of each over-lapping shingle. Some shingles were attached by four (4d) galvanized nails, and some by four (4) 1" long galvanized stamples. The assembly of twelve (12) full courses of shingles, with three (3) shingles in each course, and ridge condition was installed on a test roof deck for testing. The pitch of the test deck was 4" in 12".

TEST PROCEDURES AND RESULTS
An aircraft wind generator, with four (4) foot diameter propellor, and capable of providing a slipstream velocity of 120 MPH, was placed sixteen (16) feet downstream from the assembled roof deck. Water was added to the airstream by means of a spray grid nozzle. The simulated rain was equivalent to 10" per hour. The wind blast, and water were applied to the exposed side of the shingles for a period of fifteen (15) minutes. During the entire testing period, the unexposed roof shingles were visually examined for water infiltration. At the conclusion of the fifteen (15) minute period the following results were noted:

No water penetration was noted to occur.

I believe we can conclude that with a Decramastic roof, water problems are non-existent.

Thanks for your time.

HONOLULU ROOFING CO., LTD.
TILE • FLOORING • ROOFING
Showroom and Offices
738 Kaheka St.
Honolulu • Phone 941-4451
An Architect's Avocation

Instead of sketching buildings, boats, or landscapes, Architect Frank Gray finds his spare time enjoyment in delineating the human figure. Frank's media include charcoal, ink, and watercolor. When asked what pleasures he found in his hobby, he replied, "I hold these truths to be self-evident...!"
VOLCANITE—HAWAII'S PROVEN LIGHTWEIGHT AGGREGATE

- Lightweight Aggregates for Structural and Architectural Concrete
- Decorative Landscape Rock and Materials
- Soil Amendment materials for Nurseries and Discriminating Gardeners
- Screened and Unscreened topsoils
- Base Materials, Cushion Materials and other materials for use in all types of highway, public works or other construction work
- Trucking and Equipment Rental
- Excavating Contractor

Volcanite Subsidiary of Shield Pacific, Ltd.
P.O. Box 3000 / Kailua Kona, Hawaii 96740 / 329-3561

Quarry Puuwaawaa: Telephone 325-5565
Mailing Address: P. O. Box 1240, Kamuela, Hawaii 96743
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PACIFIC SCALE MODELS
architectural and engineering scale models - topomilling - casting - displays - model photography - supplies
404 Piikoi 536-4677

CRYSTALITE Table Bases
Cut from transparent Acrylic sheets. Precisely machined slots permits instant assembly and disassembly.
The threat of permanent damage caused by dampness, sun, rust or corrosion is not a factor for consideration.
For information phone
ELLEN PEKARSKY 373-4296
Manufacturers Representative for
ALLIED INDUSTRIES

ROOF-FLEX
Permanently Elastic Roofing Membranes
From carboline S P E C I A L T Y P R O D U C T S DIVISION
For New Roofs or Re-roofing

Roof-Flex Membranes overcome the three major causes of premature roof failure:
PONDING WATER: Roof-Flex Membranes are completely water resistant; thus, unaffected by continuous immersion under ponding water.
HEAT: Roof-Flex Membranes are unaffected by heat buildup on insulated decks. They are recommended for continuous service at 180 °F, and non-continuous up to 250 °F.
MOVEMENT: Roof-Flex Membranes are permanently elastic, resist cracking from freeze-thaw cycles and movement of roof substrate. They have a minimum 400% elongation at 75 °F, and 150% at minus 35 °F. Roof-Flex Membranes are unaffected by ultraviolet light and weather at less than ¼ mil per year.

CORROSION SERVICE HAWAII
P.O. Box 857 / Honolulu, Hawaii 96808 Telephone 841-5991

8/74
Stop climbing stairs forever.

Make hillside living in Hawaii a joy for the whole family. Indoor installations of custom-designed home elevators convert a two-story home into a one-story home. For details, specifications, engineering options and surprisingly economical estimates, call 521-6557.

Inclinator Installation on Oahu, by Amelco Elevator.

Amelco Elevator
645 Halekauwila St. • Honolulu, Hawaii 96813

Hawaii’s largest independent elevator service organization. Offices in Hilo & Guam.

Everybody’s answer book — AN ALL-YEAR REFERENCE

TAXES OF HAWAII

By Russell S. Bock

Author of “Guidebook to California Taxes”

This is the only comprehensive guide to all Hawaii taxes, especially suited to business and professional people, attorneys, and tax practitioners... and an easy-to-understand reference for individuals.

Taxes of Hawaii has been published each year since 1964 and has been an unqualified success. The income tax section is fully referenced with Hawaii and Federal law, and the relationship to Federal income taxes is particularly emphasized.

Crossroads Press, Inc.

P.O. Box 833 Honolulu, Hawaii 96808

Please send copies at $8.95 each to:

Name__________

Firm__________

Address__________

City__________State__________Zip__________

only $8.95 each

sent postpaid

300 pages fully indexed

specimen tax forms withholding tables optional tax tables


The toughest exterior a home can have

BIRD SOLID VINYL SIDING

- Bird Solid Vinyl Siding never needs painting – its color goes clear through the material!
- It won't peel, blister or rot!
- It won't stain or hold grime – usually a rainstorm or hosing down washes its smooth, satin surface bright and clean!
- It won't tempt termites!
- It won't show scratches or corrode and lose its weather-tough seal because of them!
- In insulates against winter cold, damp, summer heat, humidity and provides extra comfort!
- It quiets the home – blocks cut street and neighborhood noises!
- It beautifies any exterior – gives it an authentic, narrow-clapboard, colonial American charm – adds long, lean, sleekline grace to contemporary home styles!
- It adds safety – won't conduct lighting or electricity, won't support fire!
- It installs easily, quickly over your present sidewalls!
- It protects, stays beautiful, preserves home investment dollars for a lifetime!

SHATZER & GAILLARD, INC.
1020 Auahi St. – Ph. 521-5688 – License No. BC-4683
Public Environmental Education

It is appropriate that we make a report to the membership on the activities of the Public Environmental Education Committee, a new program which is an offshoot of the Design Committee. A basic goal of the Hawaii Chapter, AIA, in improving the environment would seem to be well served by informing and educating people in the community on environmental matters.

The committee feels that the Island of Oahu is, at least at this time, well served by such organizations as the Oahu Development Conference and the Downtown Improvement Association in respect to keeping the public informed on important planning issues.

Therefore, the committee has decided to concentrate its efforts on the Neighbor Islands. The concept of public environmental education appears to be particularly timely, since all of the counties of Hawaii are expected to update their General Plans as mandated by the State legislature.

The Hawaii Chapter, AIA, under the umbrella of the State Foundation on Culture and the Arts has applied to the National Endowment for the Arts for a grant which would be utilized to fund part-time professional efforts on specific Neighbor Islands, working through the Civic Advisory Groups already organized several years ago.

A portion of the money will also be utilized for an Oahu Hawaii Environmental Resource Center.

It is our feeling that with appropriate guidance and inspiration, local residents on Neighbor Islands can be a potent force in influencing environmental design decisions by public agencies.

Another important aspect of our program includes utilizing Bob Wenkam, leading Hawaii environmentalist recently returned to our islands, as staff photographer for the effort. It is our hope to end up with a slide show and dialogue, possibly directed toward each island, which could be utilized for public meetings and adjusted to zero-in on specific issues.

10 Ways to Destroy the Chapter

1. Don’t attend meetings; but if you do, come late.
2. Always leave before adjournment.
3. Never speak up at any meeting. Wait until you get outside.
4. Sit in the back of the room where you can chat freely with other members.
5. Vote in favor of every action. Then go home and do nothing.
6. Find fault with the officers and other leaders every chance you get. It keeps them on their toes and enables you to say, “I told you so,” if something does not go well.
7. Take all you can get in the way of benefits and services. Give as little as possible in return.
8. Keep your ideas to yourself. But be a good listener and pick up all the tips you can from others.
9. Never ask anyone to join. Only fall guys serve on a committee.
10. Only serve on a committee if they make you chairman. Do as little as possible and try not to call a meeting. You can always report progress.

(Reprinted from Podium, newsletter of the Long Island Society Chapter, AIA.)

CLASSIFIED NOTICES
$2.00 per line, 4 line minimum
Call 521-0021

COST ENGINEERING
under one roof!

Creative Floor Coverings

BY CLEANER CARPETS OF HAWAII, INC.

Cont. Lic. No. C5899 • SHOWROOMS AT 960 AHUA ST. • 839-7276
SHORTENS TIME  
SAVES COST  
INCREASES EFFICIENCY IN CONSTRUCTION

Illustrations of State Tile's new Panelization Cement Block Wall Construction Method.

Get the facts quickly. Call Glenn Freimuth at State Tile, 841-2869.

STATE TILE  
A Division of Ameico Corporation

158 SAND ISLAND RD. / HONOLULU, HAWAII 96819